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A comprehensive menu of I Carusi II from Glen Eira covering all 31 courses and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Harrison Hirthe likes about I Carusi II:
food here was really, really good and really, really reasonable! we had pasticcio lasagna that was dreamy,

creamy, sublime and vegetarian antipasto with marianted peppers read more. The place also offers the
possibility to sit outside and be served in beautiful weather. What Demond Dach doesn't like about I Carusi II:

Very disappointing night here last night. Pizzas were good but the service was average at best. They could have
made a lot more money had they asked us if we wanted more drinks. The knives are like trying to cut something

with a spoon. I hope this was a one off for the lack of attention from wait staff.Thankfully the company at our
table was fabulous or it would have been an annoying night out. read more. You can at I Carusi II from Glen Eira
try delicious vegetarian courses, in which no animal meat or fish was brought into play, Don't miss the chance

to have the delicious pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an original way. In addition, you can expect
original Italian cuisine with delicious classics like pizza and pasta, for breakfast they serve a tasty breakfast here.
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Appet�er�
CREMA DI POMODORO

Starter� & Salad�
ANTIPASTO

Sauce�
TOMATO SAUCE

Tapa�
EGGPLANT

Win�
CHIANTI

P�z� klei� - Ø 24 c�
BUFALINA

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Sauce�
SAUCE

P.J.&#39;S Wing�
TRADITIONAL

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

LASAGNE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

ITALIAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SPAGHETTI

SALAD

PASTA

PIZZA

BREAD

FOUR CHEESES

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
OLIVES

CHOCOLATE

TOMATE

GORGONZOLA

ACEITUNAS

FORMAGGI

MEAT

ZUCCHINI

FETA

TOMATO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 18:00-23:00
Tuesday 18:00-23:00
Wednesday 18:00-23:00
Thursday 18:00-23:00
Friday 18:00-23:00
Saturday 12:00-23:00
Sunday 12:00-23:00
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